
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN

SOUTHERN DIVISION

JOSEPH ROBERT MARCHESE d/b/a
DIGITAL SECURITY SYSTEMS LLC,

Plaintiff,

v.

MILESTONE SYSTEMS, INC., ET AL.,

Defendants.
                                                               /

Case No. 12-12276

Honorable Nancy G. Edmunds

ORDER DENYING DEFENDANTS’ MOTION TO BIFURCATE DISCOVERY AND
TRIAL ON THE ISSUES OF LIABILITY AND DAMAGES [91]

This is a patent infringement case with subject matter jurisdiction arising under 28

U.S.C. § 1331 (federal question) and 28 U.S.C. § 1338 (patents).   This matter is now

before the Court on Defendants’ motion to bifurcate discovery and trial on the issues of

liability and damages.  The Court deems this matter appropriate for decision without oral

argument.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 78(b); E.D. Mich. L.R. 7.1(f)(2).  For the reasons set forth

below, Defendants’ motion to bifurcate discovery is DENIED, and Defendants’ motion to

bifurcate trial is DENIED WITHOUT PREJUDICE.

I. Background

This patent infringement case was filed in May 2012 and involves technology in the

field of video camera management.  Claim construction issues have already been resolved. 

(ECF Nos. 84, Special Master R&R, and 89, Order Accept. & Adopt R&R.)  Discovery has

been proceeding since October 2012, when the parties filed a joint discovery plan.  (ECF
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No. 17.)  

A. Claim Construction Issues Already Resolved

As stated in this Court’s Order accepting and adopting the Special Master’s Report

and Recommendation regarding claim construction (ECF No. 89, Order), when originally

filed, this patent dispute involved two patents, U.S. Patent No. 6,891,566 (the ‘566 patent)

and U.S. Patent No. 8,185,964 (the ‘964 patent) relating to digital video systems, including

a computer connected via a network of video servers and cameras.  The parties agreed to

the construction of the claims of the ‘964 patent.  The Special Master therefore considered

the parties’ remaining disputes involving construction of the preamble to several claims of

the ‘566 patent, as well as the terms “digital storage device,” “a first marker identifying the

start of the image,” “a second marker identifying the end of the image,” “index the file using

the first and second marker,” and “periodic.”  (ECF No. 84, R&R at 2-3, 14.)  

The Special Master’s claim construction recommendations were accepted and

adopted by the Court, and are as follows:

1. “the preamble qualify as a limitation upon the scope of claims 1, 29, 31, 32, 45,

and 47 of the ‘566 patent” (id., R&R at 9, ¶ 22); 

2. “the term ‘digital storage device,” appearing in claims 1, 29, 31, 32, 45, and 47 of

the ‘566 patent, should be defined as ‘any of a variety of different digital storage devices,

including magnetic media such [as] a hard disk or removable disk, optical storage media

such as CDROM or DVD, or magneto-optical media’” (id., R&R at 10, ¶ 27; at 14, chart);

3. in claim 47 of the ‘566 patent, “that the term ‘first marker’ be construed as ‘the data

identifying the start of an image’ and that the term ‘second marker’ be construed as ‘the

data identifying the end of an image’” (id., R&R at 11, ¶ 32; at 14, chart);
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4. in claim 47 of the ‘566 patent, “that the term ‘index the file using the first and

second marker’ be construed as ‘create a list using the first and second markers that point

to locations in the single file’” (id., R&R at 12, ¶ 36; at 14, chart); and

5. “that the phrase ‘periodic’ within claim 47 be construed as ‘occurring repeatedly

at regular intervals or from time to time’” (id., R&R at 13, ¶ 40; at 14, chart).

B. Discovery Ongoing

Since the inception of this case, Plaintiffs claim that they have sought and obtained

some sales and financial information from Defendants, and Defendants have sought and

obtained similar information from Plaintiffs.  For example, in response to Plaintiffs’

discovery requests served on September 24, 2012, Defendant Milestone produced a

detailed spreadsheet (ML0089090) with most (if not all) of the requested financial

information.  

The Court held a scheduling conference on October 29, 2012, and the parties

prepared a joint Rule 26(f) report (ECF No. 17).  That Rule 26(f) report acknowledges that

“issues of infringement, validity, and damages will be the primary areas of focus in

discovery.”  (Id., ECF No. 17 at 2.)  There was no mention in the Report of bifurcation.  The

scheduling conference was held, and again there was no discussion of bifurcation.  The

Court issued its Scheduling Order, and there was no mention of bifurcation.  (ECF No. 18.)

A second scheduling conference was held on June 19, 2013, and an additional

Scheduling Order was issued on July 12, 2013.  (ECF No. 82.)  That Order required that

Defendant Milestone Systems, A/S respond to Plaintiff’s First Set of Interrogatories and

Document Requests, which included requests related to financial information.  (Id.)  There

was no mention by Defendants of bifurcation at the June 2013 scheduling conference, and
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the Court’s Scheduling Order makes no mention of bifurcation.

II. Analysis

Defendants’ motion to bifurcate discovery and trial on the issues of liability and

damages comes before the Court well over a year after discovery began.  Conflating

arguments for bifurcating discovery on issues of liability and damages with bifurcating trial

on these issues, Defendants assert that:  (1) this is an extraordinarily complex patent case

and bifurcating on issues of liability and damages will make it less complex for the jury; (2)

discovery disputes about damages can be avoided if discovery is bifurcated on the issues

of liability and damages; and (3) there is little overlap of evidence on liability and damages

and thus judicial economy will be promoted and there will be no prejudice to either party

if discovery and the trial are bifurcated on the issues of liability and damages.  Plaintiffs

oppose bifurcation, focus primarily on bifurcation of discovery, and respond that (1) as far

as patent cases go, this one is not particularly complex; (2) if bifurcation is allowed,

discovery disputes will become more, not less probable, and the Court will be called upon

to repeatedly determine whether a discovery request touches on liability, damages, or both;

(3) Plaintiffs will be unfairly prejudiced if bifurcation is granted because discovery has been

ongoing for over a year, and Plaintiffs have fully produced all discovery, including damages

discovery, to Defendants; and (4) there is no judicial economy or fairness in requiring

Plaintiffs to conduct depositions on liability issues now and force them to return years later

to conduct depositions (some foreign) of the same individuals on damage issues. 

A. Standard of Review

“Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 42(b) authorizes a district court to bifurcate trial on

separate issues in furtherance of convenience, to avoid prejudice, or when separate trials
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will be conducive to expedition and economy.  Whether to try issues separately under Rule

42(b) is within the district court’s discretion.”  K.W. Muth Co. v. Bing-Lear Mfg. Group, No.

01-CV-71925, 2002 WL 1879943, *3 (E.D. Mich. July 16, 2002).  “The party seeking

bifurcation has the burden of demonstrating judicial economy would be promoted and that

no party would be prejudiced by separate trials.”  Id. (quotation marks and citation omitted). 

The decision to bifurcate is made “on a case-by-case basis” and is “[u]ltimately” a practical

decision.  Id. (quotation marks and citations omitted).  

B. Defendants Have Not Shown That Bifurcation is Warranted Here

It is undisputed that the decision whether to bifurcate discovery or trial on the issues

of liability and damages lies within the sound discretion of the Court.  Defendants, relying

on a decision from a Delaware district court, argue that “bifurcation is appropriate, if not

necessary, in all but exceptional patent cases.”  (Defs.’ Mot. at 9, citing Dutch Branch of

Streamserve Dev. AB v. Exstream Software, LLC, No. 08-343-SLR, 2009 WL 2705932, *1

(D. Del. Aug. 26, 2009)).  Defendants also rely on dicta in a Federal Circuit Court of

Appeals’ en banc decision (that addressed issues of appellate jurisdiction) and argue that

the Federal Circuit is “pro-bifurcation.”  (Defs.’ Mot. at 10, n.5, citing Robert Bosch, LLC v.

Pylon Mfg. Corp., 719 F.3d 1305, 1316 (Fed. Cir. 2013)).  

This Court finds a recent decision from the Delaware district court more persuasive. 

In SenoRx, Inc. v. Hologic, Inc., 920 F. Supp. 2d 565 (D. Del. 2013), the court rejected

arguments similar to Defendants:

it is fair to characterize bifurcation as “the exception, not the rule” in civil cases,
including patent cases.  This is so because the actual “rule” governing
bifurcation, Rule 42(b), notes that the default presumption in such cases is that
all claims and defenses will be heard in one trial, unless the Court takes action
to the contrary pursuant to the dictates of the Rule.  See Fed. R. Civ. P. 42(b)
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(“the court may order a separate trial of one or more separate issues”)
(emphasis added); see also Fed. R. Civ. P. 42 Advisory Committee Notes
(noting that while bifurcation should be “encouraged where experience has
demonstrated its worth,” nevertheless “separation of issues for trial is not to be
routinely ordered”); Johns Hopkins Univ. v. CellPro, 160 F.R.D. 30, 32-33 (D.
Del. 1995) (“In the normal course of litigation, all claims and issues in a civil
action are presented for resolution in one trial.”) . . . .

Id. at 568.   This Court also evaluates the issue of bifurcation on a case-by-case basis,

recognizing that “[a]lthough bifurcation of liability and damages is appropriate in some

patent cases, that does not mean that it is appropriate” in the patent case before the court. 

Delphi Auto. Sys., LLC v. Vehicle Occupant Sensing Sys., No. 10-10886, 2011 WL

2192822, **2, 3 (E.D. Mich. June 6, 2011) (denying a motion to bifurcate discovery of

liability and damages); see also K. W. Muth, 2002 WL 1879943 at *3 (observing that

“[w]hether to bifurcate issues must be decided by the court on a case-by-case basis” and

denying a motion to bifurcate discovery on issues of liability and damages). 

The Court now considers whether to bifurcate discovery on the issues of liability and

damages.  

1. Request to Bifurcate Discovery is Denied

Bifurcation of discovery at this stage of the proceedings will prejudice Plaintiffs.  The

parties’ Rule 26(f) discovery plan did not mention bifurcation of discovery.  This Court held

two scheduling conferences, and at no time was this issue addressed.  Rather, Defendants

have requested and obtained financial discovery from Plaintiffs, and only now seek to

bifurcate discovery on the issues of liability and damages.  The arguments Defendants

press here were just as relevant then as now.  And, due to the passage of time and

production of discovery thus far, are less persuasive.

Moreover, bifurcation of discovery will not promote judicial economy.  First, bifurcation
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will likely add to discovery disputes, i.e., whether a discovery request is related to issues

of liability as opposed to damages.  Second, despite Defendants’ claims to the contrary,

there is a likely overlap of evidence on the issues of liability and damages, i.e., financial

evidence sought by Plaintiffs is highly relevant to the issues of damages as well as to proof

of liability issues like obviousness or willfulness.  See, e.g., Senorx, 920 F. Supp. 2d at 569. 

For these reasons and the others cited by Plaintiffs (Resp. at 19-22), bifurcation of

discovery on the issues of liability and damages will not promote judicial economy.  Third,

like the court in K.W. Muth, this Court is “not persuaded that delaying discovery on the

issue of damages will promote settlement negotiations in this matter.”  K.W. Muth, 2002 WL

1979943 at *5.  The opposite is true.  Bifurcation of discovery on damages and the

monetary value of a case hinders rather than helps the parties’ ability to engage in

meaningful settlement negotiations.  Finally, jury confusion absent bifurcation is an

argument that does not apply to discovery; it is an argument that addresses whether there

should be a bifurcated trial on the issues of liability and damages.

For the above-stated reasons, Defendants’ request to bifurcate discovery on the

issues of liability and damages is denied.

2. Request to Bifurcate Trial is Denied Without Prejudice

As the district court observed in K.W. Muth, bifurcation of trial “raises additional

issues, such as the potential for confusing the fact-finder.”  Id. at *5.  “There is also the

potential benefit in a bifurcated trial of an immediate appeal” on a liability determination. 

Id.  Similar to the district court in K.W. Muth, this Court finds that, at this stage of the

litigation, “the court is not persuaded that these potential benefits outweigh the benefits of

proceeding to trial on all issues in an expedited manner.”  Id.  Accordingly, Defendants’
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motion to bifurcate trial on the issues of liability and damages is denied without prejudice. 

Defendants are thus permitted to again move for a bifurcated trial after discovery has been

completed.

IV. Conclusion

For the above-stated reasons, Defendants’ motion to bifurcate discovery and trial on

the issues of liability and damages is DENIED.  

  

s/Nancy G. Edmunds                                              
Nancy G. Edmunds
United States District Judge

Dated:  December 3, 2013

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing document was served upon counsel of record
on December 3, 2013, by electronic and/or ordinary mail.

s/Johnetta M. Curry-Williams                                    
Case Manager
Acting in the Absence of Carol A. Hemeyer
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